
H2 TOP PICKS FOR NISEKO DINING
H2LIFE IN-HOUSE DINING
With various options available, dining in and enjoying the comfort of staying indoors 
have never been easier. Order online from Nga’s Kitchen for some delicious home cook 
Vietnamese, Niseko Plates for some gorgeous Grazing Boards to feed 8-12 pax., Lux 
Toya French Japanese fusion bento box,  Japanese bento boxes from Kitano Ryoshi, and 
Sukiyaki from Suki Yaki Koga.

Vietnamese Vietnamese Vietnamese Grazing Boards  Fusion Bento Box Japanese Bento Box Sukiyaki 

HakuSteak
Famous for its exclusively sourced, Shiraoi A4 Wagyu, the cosy HakuSteak restaurant is 
located at the luxurious HakuVillas in Grand Hirafu, and promises a special private dining 
experience with its HakuSteak degustation menu.  

Dinner by reservations only and we will be taking reservations from January 
2nd 2024 onwards.

FUSION

https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1699012499/NISEKO_EATS_PLAN_FLYER_AGENT_H2_dusna3.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1699012499/NISEKO_EATS_PLAN_FLYER_AGENT_H2_dusna3.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1699012499/NISEKO_EATS_PLAN_FLYER_AGENT_H2_dusna3.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1699268272/NIseko_Plates-_H2_svwwws.jpg
https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1702456738/LUX_TOYA_Dinner_Bento_Box_gswfgr.pdf
https://res.cloudinary.com/dwimmitvm/image/upload/v1702456738/%E5%8C%97%E3%81%AE%E6%BC%81%E5%B8%AB%E8%86%B3_zigem2.pdf
https://sukiyaki-koga.com/en/
https://hakulife.com/contact-hakusteak/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


RESTAURANTS BY AREA

Taj Mahal Annupuri
Unforgettable flavor that will transport you to India
Family-friendly Indian restaurant on the way to Annupuri Ski Resort. Open all day! 
Delicious and hearty curries, tandoori snacks, nans, cocktails, and more!

INDIAN

ANNUPURI

Ichiseko - Izakaya
Delight in exquisite dining experiences curated with finesse and elegance. Enjoy the 
Ramen Bar, Sake Bar, Private Bar & Lounge, Japanese Izakaya, and Cafe. 

JAPANESE

Online bookings available

JAPANESELuckyfingers - Izakaya
Relaxed and comfortable mountainside restaurant.  Simple, yet delicious izakaya fare 
and beautiful presentation is sure to delight and impress.

Rakuichi Soba
Recommended by Anthony Bourdain, this limited seated restaurant serves freshly 
made buckwheat soba rolled and cut in front of you by the soba master. Lunch, walk 
in. Dinner, by reservation.

JAPANESE

https://tajmahalgroup.com/menu/niseko-annupuri/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.ichiseko.com/dining
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/luckyfingers/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/rakuichi/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


HANAZONO

KUTCHAN

Family Restaurant Roco
Plates, Pastas, Curries, Sandwiches. Local, family-style restaurant in 
downtown Kutchan.

WESTERN

Kouunnryuusui - Sushi Kaiseki Restaurant
In addition to sushi kaiseki, live crabs and fish are displayed in our restaurant. Catering 
is also available. Option to invite a Sapporo Geisha to experience Japanese culture. 

JAPANESE

CHINESE

Taj Mahal Kutchan
An authentic Indian experience in the heart of Kutchan! Delicious curries, tandoori kebabs, 
nans, samosas, and much more. Experience real Indian food in a festive atmosphere. A 
great choice for the whole family! 

INDIAN

Online bookings available

China Kitchen
True flavors of Cantonese cuisine with the aromatic spiciness of Sichuan. Weekend 
dim sum brunches are a must try. Lunch and dinner, by reservation.

Olivio
An indoor, alfresco style restaurant serving the Italian classics including fresh, 
handmade pastas. Lunch and dinner, by reservation.

ITALIAN

Robata - Izakaya
Upscale Izakaya with modern interior serving delicious grilled seafood, meats and 
local vegetables. Dinner, by reservation.

LOUNGE

Somoza - Fusion
Delicious and artistically presented dishes inspired by the lifestyle and food culture 
of Hokkaido natives. Lunch and dinner, by reservation.

JAPANESE

Teppan - Teppanyaki
Traditional Japanese and French inspired teppan menus with premium ingredients. 
Dinner, by reservation 24 hours prior.

JAPANESE

The Lounge
Offers international and Hokkaido cuisine with options to indulge in Pierre Hermes 
signature Afternoon Tea. All day, walk in or reservation.

INTERNATIONAL

https://www.instagram.com/fami_roco/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
http://www.ryouriya-so.jp/niseko.html
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tajmahalgroup.com/menu/kutchan/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/parkhyatt-niseko-china-kitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/parkhyatt-niseko-olivio/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/japan/park-hyatt-niseko-hanazono/ctsph/dining
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/ja/shops/somoza/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/parkhyatt-niseko-teppan/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/parkhyatt-niseko-lounge/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


NISEKO VILLAGE

NISEKO TOWN 

Niseko-Yo - Niseko Village
Niseko-yo is a sanctuary where culinary mastery meets lavish leisure with a myriad of 
dining options including Gogoyo Powered by Ippudo Ramen, Baby Crosta Pizzeria, 
Long Tang Shanghai Cuisine, Yang Shun Ten Japanese cuisine, Moka Italian-
Japanese, Chuan Sichuan Hotpot, Hokkaido Yakiniku as well as Chuya Teahouse 
and Bar.

ITALIAN JAPANESE

HIRAFU

Afuri - Ramen
Well loved by foodies in Tokyo, this stylish ramen restaurant makes their own freshly 
made noodles with authentic and new flavours. Lunch and dinner, walk in.

JAPANESE

Cafe Cubanos
Toasties, Hot Cinnamon Donuts, Cakes & All Press Coffee, Barista Coffee, Cubanos 
Sandwiches, Hot Donuts made onsite daily, burgers and cakes. Warm and cozy: 
serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. Inside Niseko Physio. Walk-in.

WESTERN

Online bookings available

Ichi Ichi Kitchen INTERNATIONAL

100% Homemade and locally sourced cuisine whose menu has been expertly curated 
by internationally recognised chef Jonas Stadtländer, combining global influence with 
local Hokkaido ingredients to bring you the best in creative cuisine.

Jái la patate 
A hidden gem serving French cuisine using the freshest local produce with a little bit 
of Japanese influence. Lunch and dinner, by reservation

FRENCH

Sushi Hanayoshi
Traditional winter sushi course made with fresh seafood selected from the Sea of 
Japan, the Pacific Ocean and Toyosu marketplace. Dinner, by reservation.

JAPANESE

ANDARU
Enjoy Italian cuisine made with fresh ingredients in an extraordinary space.

ITALIAN

Cucina Italiana Santo
Using the season’s best ingredients and cooking them inthe way to maximize their 
taste. Enjoy a variety of Italian plates along with delicious wine.

ITALIAN

https://www.niseko-village.com/niseko-yo/?e-filter-6195421-category=dining
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://airrsv.net/afuri-niseko/calendar
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.winedineniseko.com/niseko-restaurants/cafe-cubanos
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/jai-la-patate/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://niseko-hanayoshi.com/english/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/andaru-restaurant/reserve?num_people=2&service_mode=dining&start_date=2023-12-02&start_time=68400&utm_source=tablecheck_portal
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/cucinaitalianasanto/reserve/message
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


Green Farm Cafe
Food from Farm to Fork. The best coffee in Niseko, roasted in house from carefully 
selected beans. Breakfast, Lunch and a large selection of takeaway offerings from 
our deli. Walk-in.

WESTERN

méli mélo -Yuki No Koe
Dishes are prepared with Hokkaido vegetables, meat, and seafood, allowing our 
guests to experience the bounty of Hokkaido’s nature through all five senses.

FRENCH & ITALIAN 

Online bookings available

Kumo Restaurant - Izakaya
Skye Niseko’s in-house Izakaya-style Japanese dining. 

JAPANESE

Lupicia
Using fresh produce to create international inspired dishes. Lunch and dinner, 
by reservation

INTERNATIONAL

Ezo Seafood
The village’s first seafood market offering a range of pristine seafood for enjoyment 
in your accommodation. Book online.

JAPANESE

HIM KEE Hot Pot NISEKO
HK-style hotpot soups, serving high quality Japanese produce A hotpot restaurant 
loved by some celebrity in Hong Kong has landed in Hokkaido. You can enjoy 
ingredients such as Hokkaido beef, pork, and mutton with the rich luxurious soup 
that is unique to Hong Kong soup.

ASIAN

JAM Bar Niseko - Izakaya
Only good vibes at JAM, nothing else. Local Izakaya favorite in central Hirafu.

JAPANESE

Kamimura
French restaurant known for its beautiful dishes combined with Japanese flavours. 
Dinner, by reservation.

FRENCH

Kitchen
Sister restaurant of Kamimura offering a bistro/tapas style cuisine. Dinner, 
by reservation.

BISTRO

https://www.winedineniseko.com/niseko-restaurants/green-farm-cafe-2
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://setsuniseko.com/en/dining/meli-melo
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/skyeniseko-kumorestaurant/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/villa-lupicia/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.ezoseafoods.com/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/himkeeniseko/reserve?_gl=1*uoqso2*_ga*MTUyMTQzNzUxMi4xNjk0MDU3ODA5*_ga_SJS6X5XG5T*MTY5NDA1NzgwOC4xLjEuMTY5NDA1NzgxNC4wLjAuMA..
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/jamniseko/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/ja/shops/kamimuraniseko/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/kitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


Sushi Kato
Watch the sushi master while eating your meal at this modern style Japanese 
restaurant using seasonal ingredients.

JAPANESE

Sushi Shin
Edomae Sushi produced by Sapporo’s three Michelin starred Masaaki Miyakawa.

JAPANESE

Ryunabe - Hot Pot
Chinese style hotpot made with Hokkaido ingredients. Dinner, by reservation.

CHINESE

THE FLATS
During the day, you can enjoy a spectacular view of Mt. Yotei, and at night, you can 
enjoy a special Niseko Lounge

LOUNGE

Online bookings available
Naniwatei
A delightful robata style restaurant that uses fresh Niseko ingredients. Dinner, by 
reservation.

JAPANESE

R Niseko
Authentic Neapolitan pizza and Italian cuisine The ultimate pizza dough made with 
100% fragrant flour harvested in Hokkaido’s Tokachi Plain and Niseko’s pure water.

ITALIAN

Sanroku Kitchen REN - Izakaya
A variety of dishes using Hokkaido ingredients to create delicious meals. Popular set 
lunch menu.

JAPANESE

Temporada - Tapas
Experience modern Hokkaido tapas!
Tapas style cuisine made with the best Hokkaido ingredients and local produce.  
World-class wines and sophisticated cocktails. Open for happy hour till late with 
regular life music. Conveniently located in the heart of hirafu, Shiki-Niseko.

JAPANESE

The Barn
Niseko French Fusion Restaurant.  Set in a stunning building inspired by traditional 
Hokkaido farm architecture, The Barn by Odin offers a unique Niseko dining experience 
with warm hospitality.

FRENCH FUSION

https://sushikato.jp/main/plan/kani-sushi-kato-menu_en/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.sushishin-niseko.jp/access/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://ryunabe.com/niseko/reservation-2/
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/theflats/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/niseko-naniwatei/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/r-niseko/reserve?num_people=2&service_mode=dining&start_date=2023-12-02&start_time=36000&utm_source=tablecheck_portal
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/renniseko/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/shops/temporada-niseko/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/en/thebarnniseko/reserve/message
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve


Tozanken Ramen
Asahikawa’s popular ramen, here in Niseko! Full-bodied soup made from carefully 
selected pork / chicken / vegetables / seafood.  “Donburi” ricebowl dishes and much 
more. Walk-in. 

JAPANESE

FOOD TRUCKS - Hirafu
Enjoy the sights and smells while experiencing a wide variety go cuisines provided by 
food truck operators in the center of Hirafu 7 days per week.

INTERNATIONAL

Online bookings available

https://www.winedineniseko.com/niseko-restaurants/asahikawa-ramen-tozanken
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve
https://www.tablecheck.com/shops/ichiichikitchen/reserve

